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_ the building, architect Kyu Sung Woo and Rothman Partners, Inc., have 

_ premier credentials in the world of public Flas Kyu Sung Nivere designed | : 

- Seoul, Korea, while Rothman Partners developed the original concep- oS 

tual study for the see & oF Huntington Avenue as the “Avenue of a 

THE PUBLIC FACE OF 
On September 18, MassArt will celebrate the ardunde ee fore anew 

residence hall destined to become a campus landmark. The designers Of 

the award-winning Olympic Wiilerer= for the 1998 summer Olympics in _ 

the Arts.” 

Moreover, a Public Art Task Force appointed by President Kena 

Sloan has selected sculptor James Carpenter to create a large-scale _ 

red(-lecdcepatel¥]9) {(et-Taenxoyccolenlo)(slaai-lalancai- ef']i(oliarep ntvell ediianeceuaaaal- amen 

can Institute of Architects 1991 Honor Award, Carpenter is considered 
_one of the foremost innovators in materials technology. He is noted for 4 

his virtuoso use of glass and physical structure to control the play of 

eleven Tale) ce alacciaelle-licciaW7icolalnaicreasals selection of Carpenter, whose 

high-profile projects span the globe, reiterates MassArt’s commitment — - 

to making the pe a showcase of eee cae ae d public 

art. 

But MassArt’ S eee for sublic a Areiche. nel Gaon the campus a. : 

to embrace the wider community. The Urban Arts Institute at the Mas- eo 

sachusetts College of Art, opened in February, creates a partnership 

between the College and Urban Arts, a highly respected arts organiza- — 

ike] amwiidaer-h lelalenalkine)ayy of facilitating public art projects. Recognizing 

the Institute’s potential as a dynamic leader in public art policy devel- 

opment, the Boston-Foundation, a leading national community foun- — . 

(orale) ava aay-lo(-ur-lugelO] hd iny(-t-lamaelarellare commitment ixe) help ee and. 

stabilize the partnership. oo 8 

The Institute hit the ground running. In April it sponsored an ae 2 

tional symposium, “Traveling Without a Map: Real and Imagined 

Obstacles for Public Art in Boston and Massachusetts.” Supported by 
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“People have a real desire to get together to talk about issues in public 

art,” says Institute Director Ricardo Barreto. The Institute plans to build 

oval dal-my\2is) elexTielinmaarcelele|am-lame)aleceliare melt-lcele|0\-m-]ofel0)aye]0) 0) |(ar-lame) ar 

der the rubric of “Public Conversations/Public Art.” Barreto says that 

one of the key issues is the lack of a Percent for Art statute at the city or 

state level. “It’s essential to add a creative voice to the design process.” 

MassArt’s resources have made it possible to add an academic compo- 
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course in public art for artists (see “Engaging Place”), this fall Barreto is 

conducting a weekly seminar, “Case Histories in Public Art,” through 

id al-m acolo |e-lit mem @elaidialeiiarem te le(e-alelamm (me) mi laicelguet-la(olaMme-]i i dal-m ol ate 

tinuing Education office at 617-879-7164.) Over time, the College may 
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Barreto has administered complex public art installations and worked 

on the Central Artery/Tunnel Project Arts Program. “Each case has its 

own particular characteristics,” he says. “Anyone interested in pursuing 



ESTABLISHING A 
NEW TRADITION 
Public art runs in the family for Yuan Zuo. Since graduating from MassArt in 1988 with a 

degree in Painting, Yuan has returned regularly to his native China to work on mural projects. 

“My father, Yuan Yunfu, is a muralist and painter,” he explains. “During the 1970s, he and 

one of his colleagues started the Chinese mural movement.” Today nearly a dozen members of 

the extended family — including Yuan’s brother, uncle and cousins — are mural painters, and 

his father accepts one or two major projects each year. 

Last year, Yuan joined his father and brother to complete an important commission for the cus- 

toms entrance hall in a new terminal at Beijing International Airport. The architect chose the 

theme of the Great Wall of China to greet travelers as they enter the country. 

Mike Alewitz, Mother Earth, 8’ x 50’, Nicaragua 

FACE OF ART CONTINUED 
public art projects has to learn to expect the unexpected, be flexible and think creatively in 

solving problems.” 

In this issue of Perspectives, several members of the MassArt community share their diverse per- 

sonal experiences with creating public art. 

But the Boston public art scene need not rely entirely on anecdotal information. The Public Art 

Resource Center, which was established on the fifth floor of the Tower Building with the assis- 

tance of MassArt archivist Paul Dobbs, contains a wealth of material on the process and local 

history of public art. In addition to a slide registry of artists who accept public art commissions, 

the Resource Center files also document projects that Urban Arts has facilitated over 20 years. 

“The archive has become a history of people interested in public art,” says Barreto, noting that 

it is open for anyone’s use. The Institute plans to update and expand the slide registry through 

support from the Boston Cultural Council. 

Urban Arts plans to carry on its well-established community art education programs and will 

also continue to facilitate public art projects. Two efforts are currently underway in Boston's 

South End: the Washington Main Street Gateways project, and a memorial to Jack McLaughlin, 

who developed the Laconia Loft building into artists’ studio space. 

Barreto is convinced that the ongoing experience of “working in the trenches” gives the Insti- 

tute a unique perspective and credibility to facilitate public policy development at the city and 

state level. “We need to remain involved in the day-to-day process,” says Barreto. “We need to 

do what we are talking about.” 



Marisa Privitera, Giovanni 
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Students from MassArt and 
Bentley College collaborated to 
create and market a set of 10 
greeting cards and envelopes 
packaged in a special gift bag. 
The cards feature work by 
MassArt students and alumni. 
For purchase information, call 

617-879-7711. 

On Friday, November 10, Massachusetts College of Art will honor fashion 

designer Alfred Fiandaca, Boston’s most established — and widely considered 

its most talented — fashion designer. 

Fiandaca’s numerous honors include three Fashion Group awards, Chicago's 

Hanchen Stern Award, the Council of Fashion Designers of America and a Fash- 

ion Week Lifetime Achievement Award. His clients include some of the most 

prominent and successful women in Boston, New York and Palm Beach. His 

creations have been worn at the Academy Awards ceremony and at the most 

significant benefit galas in the country. 

» In addition to honoring Fiandaca for his lifetime achievement, the Fiandaca 

éte will help to carry on his legacy by creating the Alfred Fiandaca Endow- 

nent for Fashion Design. The endowment will fund at least one annual 

* scholarship for a MassArt fashion design student who shows great promise. 

MassArt is one of the most competitive colleges of art and design in the coun- 

try and its Fashion Design program is noted for its emphasis on couture design. 

The evening will begin with cocktails in the Bakalar Gallery, where mannequins 

and sketches will highlight 40 years of Fiandaca fashion genius. Following din- 

ner in the Huntington Gallery, a live fashion show of Fiandaca’s past and cur- 

rent work will be co-hosted by Boston television celebrity Natalie Jacobson. 

he fashion show will be followed by a more moderately priced event, which 

ill draw a broader audience, including fashion students and the city’s young 

further information, please call 617-879-7025. 

At its summer meeting, the Massachusetts College of Art Foundation elected new of- 

ficers and appointed new directors. Trevania Henderson completed a three-year 

term as president, during which time she provided Foundation leadership for MassArt’s 

highly successful 125th anniversary gala to support the transformation of North Hall 

into the Elizabeth and Robert Pozen Media/Performing Arts Facility. During her tenure, 

the Foundation also launched the Friends of Glass, Friends of Fashion and Gallery 

Group connoisseurship programs. She is currently co-chairperson of the Fiandaca Féte. 

Henderson is succeeded by Boston attorney Jay Theise, a past sponsor of the Benefit 

Art Auction. Chris Rifkin, a collector and architectural glass artist from Hingham, 

Massachusetts, was elected as vice president. She continues as chairperson of the 

Friends of Glass Group. Ernst von Metzsch, of Manchester, Massachusetts, a partner 

at Wellington Management Company and a painter, assumed the position of treasurer. 

He is also chairperson of the Foundation’s Investment Committee. 

The directors thanked outgoing financial officer Stephen Neumeier, head of 

Neumeier, Inc., for his two full terms of service. Neumeier will continue to serve on the 

Investment Committee. 

The directors also welcomed new directors Katherine Collins of Boston, a program 

director of the Fidelity Foundation; and Ralph Stuart of Brookline, Massachusetts, 

retired founding partner of Wellington Management Company. 
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Photos: Yuan Zuo 

“The theme is pretty traditional,” says Yuan, explaining that the artists worked in acrylic paints reserved for 

that emulated the ink and stone colors of 17th century Chinese scroll painting. “But the com- such as the 

position is more Western, a little bit more modern,” he says, noting that “everybody loves it.” station,” he 

The scale is also dramatic — 170 feet long by 9 feet high. “We worked on it for one year and nity Setung 

10 months,” says Yuan. Twenty panels were created in a studio, then shipped to the airport, The Yuan fe 

where he oversaw the installation, working with young artists, art students and faculty mem- Wall relief c 

bers from the local art college. mainland C 

granite by € Over the centuries, Chinese murals were generally placed in temples or other ceremonial 

places. Yuan notes that public art in China still declares power and status and is usually 

WRITING ON THE 
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Professor of Sculpture George Greenamyer continues a busy schedule of commissions. Since installing Philadelphia Firsts in 
November 1998 (see MassArt’s Report from the President 1999), he has completed three additional kinetic sculptures that 

capture and celebrate local and personal histories. Atlantic City Air—an installation of three wind indicator/sculptures 
outside the entrance to the new terminal at Atlantic City International Airport—highlights the flamboyant nature of the 
city's boardwalk past and present. In July, Greenamyer completed an installation at the Department of Labor in Trenton, 
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Yuan Zuo, left: Euro-Asia Continental Bridge, 1994, 15’ x 45’ History of Chinese Civilizati 

nspicuous sites. “The pieces | did in China are for prestigious, prominent spaces, Yuan clearly relishes his family’s coll 

2rnational airport, the international radio station and the central broadcasting government or private commissions 

ys, drawing a contrast with the American tendency to place murals in commu- of patience. Artists often think that 

“but public art is not like that.” 

y does not work exclusively in paint. In 1997 they completed a 350- by 15-foot Yuan seeks a balance to the institu’ 

missioned by the city of Guilin to commemorate the return of Hong Kong to he feels he can be “more direct an 

3. Entitled the “History of Chinese Civilization,” the design was carved into MassArt’s Program of Continuing 

raftsmen. more mural projects in China. Not 

Lincoln, Massachusetts, he says “ 

Mike Alewitz (‘84/85) was a political activist before he became an artist, and a billboard painter before he became 

a muralist. Since graduating from MassArt with a BFA in Painting and an MFA in Studio for Interrelated Media, 

Alewitz has merged his political convictions and his artistry through a series of mural projects. He also coordinates 

the grassroots Labor Art & Mural Project. 

“| do a lot of spray work, a lot of airbrush work,” he says. “It's very agitprop type work and usually a whole political 

thing is going on around the actual painting of the mural.” 

Alewitz has created murals in Nicaragua and at Chernobyl, where an international confederation of atomic work- 

ers’ unions commissioned him to present their controversial position that workers should be retrained to decommis- 

sion nuclear power plants. 

New Jersey. He included his own image as one of the working people celebrated in the piece: His figure sits atop a 
clock and strikes an anvil on the hour. On a more personal note, Schooner Heritage, at the Laumeier Sculpture Park and 
Museum in St. Louis, Missouri, commemorates a long-time employee of the park with people and objects important in 

her life. Greenamyer is hard at work on a major commission from the Audubon Zoo in New Orleans to create a clock 
tower animated with both movement and sound. He inspects to install it in January 2001. This fall will also mark the 



1997, 15’ x 315’, carved granite, Guilin, China; right: Chinese Rhyme, 1999, 9’ x 177’, acrylic, Beijing International Airport mural. 

orative process. But he acknowledges that working on 

amands a high degree of cooperation and a great deal 

eir art is the most important thing in the world, he notes, 

jal nature of public art through his own paintings, where 

jore simple.” He also teaches drawing and painting through 

cation. And, for the time being, he has not enlisted on any 

that his work was recently exhibited at the Clark Gallery in 

rying to concentrate on my own painting.” 

“The city officials are pro-nuke,” he says. “They wouldn’t give me a wall. Eventually the workers went to a 

cement factory, built two walls, took a crane and drove to the center of town and installed them and said to 

me ‘you've got the walls.’” Although the city put armed guards at the walls and threatened to shoot the 

artists, Alewitz considers the project to be a “total victory,” because the process prompted an important 

discussion about nuclear power. 

Many of Alewitz’s projects in the U.S. have also involved organized labor, working with striking miners and 

meatpackers. Because his paintings are polemical, they often face opposition. 

“A lot of my work gets censored. I'm probably the most censored artist in the United States,” he says. But 

he also notes that censorship of his work doesn't attract the media attention of artists whose funding has 

been withdrawn by the National Endowment for the Arts because of controversial subject matter. “Because 

| work in working class communities and I’m not trendy, it’s ignored.” 

Alewitz welcomes public debate about his work and places equal value in the process of working within the 

community. “| try to be very responsive to people’s concerns,” he says. “It's a dialectical process.” 

He also recognizes that his work can be ephemeral. “| realize as I’m painting,” he says, “that a lot of times 

it might get destroyed or that it might have a limited shelf life.” 

Nonetheless, in the grand muralist tradition, Alewitz also wants his work to serve an educational role. “My 

murals have imagery that sparks discussion and debate,” he says. “I try to get people to confront their 

history, to learn about their history,” he says, noting that he often provides accompanying text to help 

viewers decipher his message. 

Alewitz the painter is also Alewitz the educator. Last January, following a national search, Central Connecti- 

cut State College in New Britain hired him as an assistant professor. 

“I'm teaching in the first mural painting program in the country,” he says. In the first semester, each of his 

12 students painted a mural on the campus, with subjects ranging from the bombing of Kosovo to child 

labor. And artists from Mexico and Northern Ireland were also given walls to create work. “We're starting to 

cover the campus with murals,” Alewitz says. “It’s really getting kind of wild...." 

third year that Greenamyer is offering a studio sculpture course to freshmen that he describes as a “unique opportunity 
to design and fabricate a functional work of art.” Students work with Greenamyer in an ongoing project to build a 40- 
foot iron fence for the Longwood Avenue boundary of the MassArt property. His goal is to involve first-year students in 
a “real life” project and whet their appetites for the public art experience as they create a lasting artwork for the 
College’s campus. ff Photos: Beverly Burbank 
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Paul Goodnight ('75) has traveled throughout the 

world to draw and paint. His works are in the perma- 

nent collection of the Smithsonian Institution and 

have appeared in such popular television series as The 

Cosby Show, Seinfeld and ER and in such movies as 

Ghost. One of his images graced a poster for the Sum- 

mer Olympics in Atlanta. 

Yet two of his most memorable public art experiences 

are rooted in his own neighborhood — Boston’s South 

End. Between them, the pair represent both the pit- 

falls and successes of public art projects. 

Visitors to the South End can no longer see 

Goodnight's mural “Jazz History,” which he was com- 

missioned to create on the outside wall of a jazz club 

to celebrate the art form and the neighborhood's mu- 

sic scene. After the mural was painted over by the 

owner of the building, Goodnight became the first 

artist in Massachusetts to test the 1985 art preserva- 

tion law which makes it an offense to deface, change 

or destroy fine art and grants the artist a legal interest 

in the artwork even after it is sold or given away. 

In a precedent-setting case that received national at- 

tention, Goodnight sued the property managers of 

the building and won an award for damages. His situ- 

ation also helped to prompt Massachusetts Senator 

Edward M. Kennedy to introduce a national art pres- 

ervation bill, which subsequently became law. 

Although Goodnight seems to still regret the loss of a 

mural that neighborhood residents considered a land- 

mark, he can point with pride to the 27- by 5-foot mu- 

ral that he designed for the Ruggles Street Station of 

the Boston transit system. 

In 1986, Goodnight secured a commission for the Arts 

on the Line project managed by Urban Arts. With en- 

couragement from Ruggles Station architect and 

MassArt Trustee Donald Stull, Goodnight involved ce- 

ramicist Elaine Yoneoka and stained glass artist 

Emanuel Genovese in the creation of the final piece. 

Entitled “Geometry,” the mural juxtaposes elemental 

geometric structures — circles, squares, triangles — 

with symbols representative of the ethnic groups of 

the neighborhood. “I’m always concerned with public 

art being for the public,” says Goodnight. “It’s not 

your art, so it’s not your own ego. It’s for everybody 

who lives in the neighborhood.” To further his inclu- 

sive vision, Goodnight included milestones, such as 

birth, marriage, harvest, and death, that are observed 

in all cultures. “Every nationality has a special cer- 

emony for these things,” he says. 

Goodnight recognizes that public art can be a power- 

ful educational tool. During a trip to Mozambique, 

Goodnight proposed that monuments be created in 

Africa and the United States to commemorate the 

Middle Passage of enslaved Africans across the Atlantic. 

Architect Don Stull has designed the monument and 

Goodnight is part of a small group of supporters who 

are working to site it on one of the Boston Harbor Is- 

lands. The monument, Goodnight says, would spur 

people to mourn the lives lost in the slave trade while 

also celebrating the resiliency of African-Americans to 

overcome their past. While the monument would con- 

tribute to the growing body of public art in Boston, 

Goodnight feels it would fulfill an even greater purpose. 

“It’s for humanity,” he says. “So that we never forget.” 

Paul Goodnight, A Tribute to Black Classical Music, 19’ x 40’, a painting in progress 
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ENGAGING PLACE: 

THE OPPORTUNITY 

OF PUBLIC ART 

“Public art is one of the main places that opportunities exist for artists today,” says 

Studio for Interrelated Media Professor Leila Daw. 

She offers a Public Art course (originally co-taught with Sculpture Professor George 

Greenamyer) one semester each year in part to introduce artists to the logistical com- 

plexities of implementing public art projects. But as students prepare to launch their ca- 

reers, she considers it even more important to instill in them some of her enthusiasm for 

developing art to reach viewers who may never visit a museum or an art gallery. 

Daw’s own work certainly appears regularly in the conventional museum-gallery venues, 

and she acknowledges that most of the art world is oriented toward nurturing personal 

creativity and expression and seeking the recognition of curators and critics. But her own 

experience has shown her that developing public art projects can prove just as personally 

rewarding and creatively satisfying. 

Besides, Daw asserts, “there is a need for more artists who are really committed to de- 

veloping public art and who can push things forward. | hope that more artists recognize 

the need to be trained as public artists.” Her class focuses on sharing hard-learned les- 

sons from two decades of laboring in the vineyards of public art. 

Daw became interested in public art while majoring in printmaking and multimedia in 

the graduate program at Washington University in St. Louis. “Skywriting was my first 

real public art form,” she says, invoking perhaps the most ephemeral of all media. 

Throughout her career, Daw has continued to create temporary public art, which is often 

less burdened with bureaucratic concerns, as well as permanent installations. 

A series of objects resembling giant roadmaps that Daw originally envisioned for Massa- 

chusetts Turnpike rest areas has currently come to rest at the DeCordova Museum in Lin- 

coln, Massachusetts. For a recent project in Somerville, Massachusetts, she created a 

series of faux stones that she shaped and carved to make reference to the ethnic com- 

munities that live in the city. Daw used the stones to erect structures “that looked like a 

prehistoric ruin” in public places. “| was playing with people's expectations,” she said. 

“It was amazing. People really did respond.” 

A thread runs through Daw’s public art projects. “My work tends to deal with the way 

people inhabit the land — the way spaces and places exist for people to use,” she says. 

Not surprisingly, Daw begins her Public Art course by asking students to conduct a site 

analysis. “There are a whole litany of things that one looks at,” she explains; among 

them are physical terrain, orientation to compass points, the history of the land, the his- 

tory of the community, safety issues, and access for people with disabilities. 

Public artists must ask “What kind of form will really speak to the essential quality of 

place?” Daw says. She uses that term often: the essential quality of place. “It's under- 

Standing the essential nature of a particular situation and then coming up with some- 

thing that responds to it — that counteracts it or intensifies it.” 

She gives her students the choice to design and fully implement one idea or to develop 

two ideas to the presentation stage. In fact, the paint-tube bicycle rack installed on the 

MassArt campus was a student project by Laurie Miles (‘00). 

But Daw stresses that public art can take many forms and she encourages artists to think 

broadly about how to reach the public. For example, students have developed site-spe- 

cific public festivals and have created web sites. Noting that most people saw her sky- 

writing work on television, Daw also sees the potential of broadcasting for public artists. 

A champion of the artist playing an active social role, Daw nurtures her students’ abilities 

to work in the public realm and to think creatively about public projects. 

“Art isn’t just an internal monologue about self-expression and putting oneself into 

the public,” she says. “It’s about being able to take the pulse of the public and then 

encapsulate that in your ideas. It requires a tremendous amount of creativity to do that 

successfully.” Ml 



Above: Mystic Site |, faux stone installation detail, Public 

Library, Somerville, Massachusetts, 1995 and below: Map 

Structure |, project for Massachusetts Turnpike, urethane 

on powder-coated perforated steel, 1996-1997. 
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George Creamer (PCE) participated 

in a panel discussion at Rutgers Uni- 

versity entitled “The Education of 

the Artist,” and performed a three- 

day site visit as an external reviewer 

for the Emily Carr Institute of Art and 

Design in British Columbia. 

Leila Daw (MPA) exhibited work in 

“Site Specifics 2000” at the Islip Art 

Museum, East Islip, New York, over 

the summer. 

Sharon Haggins Dunn’s (SF) instal- 

lation, “Salt Minds and Flying Fins, 

was at Mobius Gallery in Boston in 

May. 

Jessica Ferguson (IPA) presented 

a talk about her work, “Museum 

of Memory: Photography as 

Taxidermy,” at the College Art 

Association’s 88th Annual Confer- 

ence in New York. 

Judy Haberl (FA3D) is the recipient 

of the 2000 Anne Jackson award. 

The former Trustee established the 

Anne Jackson Development Fund in 

1992 to support faculty and staff 

research and advanced study in their 

chosen specialization, documentary 

projects, and the promotion of arts- 

related activities. The award will 

support Haberl’s ongoing project 

“Freeze.” Building on a cross-disci- 

plinary studio class she taught with 

photography professor Laura 

McPhee, Haber! will continue to use 

MassArt’s 20x24 Polaroid camera to 

photograph objects in ice, and she 

will use her new work to inspire new 

courses. 

Colleen Kiely (CS) participated in 

the 2000 Vernon Street Open Stu- 

dios in Somerville, Massachusetts. 

All events are free and open to the public, unless otherwise noted. Dates and times are 

@ A [8 E N D A R subject to change. For current information please call 617-879-7000. 

September 7 - October 21 

Alan Klein (Glass) and Erica Licia- 

Kane (‘84 MFA, Fibers) were recipi- 

ents of the fourth annual Artist 

Awards presented by the Society of 

Arts and Crafts in Boston. 

Marcia Lloyd (2DFA) received the 

President's Award at the Urban 

League Annual Award Gala. Paul 

Goodnight ('75) and frequent 

MassArt visiting artist Robert Free- 

man were also honored. The awards 

recognize individuals who have 

made outstanding contributions to 

the arts. 

Joanne Lukitsh (CS) co-chaired a 

session, “Mediating History: Photo- 

graphs as Art, Evidence, Instrument,” 

at the Annual Meetings of the Col- 

lege Art Association in New York. 

In addition to contributing articles to 

the Boston Globe, Kathleen 

McDermott has played an active 

role in the fashion department at 

MassArt, teaching “Fashion and 

Society in America, 1750-present.” 

She is a founding member of 

MassArt’s Friends of Fashion. 

Svjetlana Bukvic-Nichols (MPA), a 

composer and multi-media perfor- 

mance artist, and choreographer 

Allison Gonzalez collaborated on an 

artists’ residence program to work 

with sound and movement with 

Alzheimer’s patients. The program 

culminated in a CD, Life ls What You 

Make of It, and a series of black and 
white photographs. The piece was 

included in the traveling exhibit, 

“Secrets of Aging,” on view until 

October 1 at the Museum of Science 
in Boston. 

Graciela Sacco 

Sacco, recently chosen to represent Argentina 
at the Havana Biennial, will present several of her 
newest installations. 

September 7 - October 21 

November 11 - 25 

In/Side/Out 
This exhibition explores the process of architecture. 
Architects/designers involved include: Agnes Denes, 
Graham Gund, Patricia Johanson, LeMessurier Consultants, 
Office dA, Moshe Safdie, R.C. Tremaglio and Kyu Sung Woo. 

Alfred Fiandaca 
This exciting exhibition will present fashion and drawings by 
the famous designer. 

November 15 - December 23 Kunie Sugiura 
Sugiura produces delicate and striking photograms. 

Work by Oscar Palacio (AVMS) was 

included in the group show “Look 

Back Look Forward" at Elias Fine Art 

in Allston, Massachusetts. He also 

has a piece in this year’s Artcetera 

Auction. 

Debra San (CS) presented a paper 

“Emily Dickinson's Dream Poems: 

The Suburbs of a Secret,” at the 

Nineteenth Century Studies Associa- 

tion annual meeting at Marymount 

University in Arlington, Virginia. 

Dorothy Simpson-Krause (MPA) 

was part of a two-person show, 

"Journey of a Spirit,” at Simmons 

College’s Trustman Gallery in Boston. 

Chuck Stigliano (FA3D) has com- 

pleted two portrait sculptures: a 

bronze bust of the King of Thailand 

for the King of Thailand Birthplace 

Foundation, and a portrait of Dante 

Alighieri for the Dante Alighieri Soci- 

ety in Cambridge. 

Work by Dan Szabo (Admissions) 

was included in “On Sight” at the 

Westside Gallery of the School of 

Visual Arts in New York. 

Peter Thibeault (SF&PCE) has com- 
pleted fabrication and installation of 

a large reception desk that he de- 

signed for Atlas Venture Capital in 

Boston. He is currently working on 

two large relief constructions with a 

musical theme for the Duke Medical 

Center in North Carolina. 

Steve Tourlentes (MPA faculty and 
‘88 MFA) received a Guggenheim 

fellowship for 2000. Roger Tibbets 

(FA2D) received the award in 1999. 

Bakalar Gallery 

Huntington Gallery 

Huntington Gallery 

Bakalar Gallery 
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